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WHY THOUSANDS OF  
CUSTOMERS HAVE ALREADY  

CHOSEN WINDOW NATION

•  Over 350,000 windows installed with 99.5% of  
them requiring no follow-up service

• Licensed, bonded and fully insured

•  Consistently recognized as one of the largest  
window retailers in the USA by Remodeling  
Magazine, Replacement Contractor Magazine  
and Qualified Remodeler

• ENERGY STAR® Partner

•  Certified EPA Lead Renovator

•  Customers are always protected by Window Nation’s  
insurance policy for $2,000,000

•  Exclusive product that exceeds industry energy and  
performance standards by 82%

•  97% of all customers who completed our post 
installation survey told us they were “very satisfied” 
and 98% of our customers would refer us to their 
friends and family

•  Accredited Members of the Better Business Bureau, 
NARI and GuildQuality

•  Windows are measured down to 3 mm to ensure  
a tight seal and precise fit; less than 1% of all  
windows or doors ever have to be remade due  
to mis-measurements or defects in product

•   Installations by factory-trained licensed professionals,  
with an average of over 15 years of expertise 
installing windows and doors, to guarantee perfect 
craftsmanship

A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE

Harley MagdenAaron Magden

Founders and Chief Officers

WINDOWS • SIDING • DOORS

THE WINDOW NATION STORY
On behalf of the entire Window Nation team, we  

are proud of the partnerships and affiliations  

we have developed and the relationships that  

have cultivated over the years.

FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS
At Window Nation, our quality products, skilled craftsmanship 

and outstanding service are just a few ways we turn each project 

into a happy experience for our customers. From the products and 

installation to the work schedule and your home, we pay attention 

to every detail. We listen carefully to your questions and concerns 

and apply our expertise to meet your every expectation for beautiful 

and affordable renovations. 

Our family-owned and operated business proudly offers a wide  

selection of premium siding, windows and doors installed by  

licensed professionals and backed by some of the most  

comprehensive warranties in the industry. When you choose  

Window Nation for your home, you can be assured of superior 

quality and lasting value.
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Longer Length, Fewer Overlaps  
Gladiator XL is almost 40% longer than traditional 
12' panels, creating a smoother, more uniform 
finish with uninterrupted shadow lines.

12' Standard Siding

16'8" Extended Length Siding

INTEGRATED BEAUTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Gladiator XL brings together the best in beauty, durability,  
energy efficiency and easy upkeep. The performance  
distinction begins with an exclusive design and panel  
construction that increases rigidity and strength. An  
extra-thick .046" panel,† fully rolled over nail hem and  
3/4" butt height projection further enhance the structural  
integrity. The siding also features solid color throughout,  
so it won’t chip, flake or peel and never needs to be painted. 

Beneath the handsome finish of Gladiator XL siding is  
another equally impressive component – an ultra-efficient,  
contoured insulation that blocks energy loss while infusing each panel with strength and 
impact resistance. Together, this advanced siding system provides year-round energy 
savings for an exceptional home exterior. 

PREVENT THERMAL BRIDGING
A powerful barrier against energy loss,  
the Neopor® foam technology integrates  
high-purity graphite particles in the foam  
cell structure. The graphite reflects  
radiant heat and significantly improves 
thermal performance to help conserve 
energy spending year-round.

This innovative system also helps shield against “thermal bridging.” Approximately 25% 
of a home’s wall surface is made up of wood studs that typically are not insulated and 
allow energy to escape in a process known as thermal bridging. Gladiator XL with Neopor 
prevents this thermal break by covering the studs with a strong layer of insulation.

•  Increases R-value (resistance to heat flow) to keep your home warm in the winter and 
cool in the summer with less energy usage. 

•  Allows moisture vapor to escape for a healthy, dry wall assembly.

•  Increases impact resistance – prevents sagging, bowing and denting. 

•  Helps block outside noise for a comfortable indoor ambiance.

•  Naturally pest-resistant – nontoxic, patented additive discourages pests from nesting 
behind the siding; safe for humans, pets and the environment.

•  Built weathertight and laboratory tested to resist Category 5 hurricane-force winds.

Before siding installation, 
energy transfers through  
the studs and siding.

After siding installation, no 
more energy leaks through 
the sides of your home.

Double 4-1/2" Clapboard is available with 
a richly detailed oak grain texture or matte 
finish. Double 4-1/2" Dutch Lap is available 
in a deep oak grain texture only.

Choose Darker Colors with Confidence! 
Our darker siding colors are fortified with ASA 
weatherable polymers for superior fade resistance 
that keeps the colors beautiful and true.

Best-in-Class Rigidity and 
Strength  
Proprietary compounds make  
Gladiator XL stronger and up to 5X 
more rigid than competing sidings!

† Nominal. 
† † Available in oak grain texture only.

Architectural Colors

Autumn Red††

Somerset Wheat††

Canyon Drift††

Midnight Blue††

Laguna Blue††

Storm††Deep Espresso††

Arbor††

Harbor Blue††

Charcoal Smoke††

Cast Iron††

Glacier White

Natural Linen

Cape Cod Gray

Coastal Sage

Adobe Cream

Maple

Vintage Wicker

Platinum Gray

Mystic Blue

Juniper Ridge

Colonial Ivory

Monterey Sand

Tuscan Clay

Classic Colors

Antique Parchment

Deep Moss††

GLADIATOR XL 
Extended-Length  
Insulated Vinyl Siding

EXCEPTIONAL STYLE WITH YEAR-ROUND ENERGY SAVINGS
Our Gladiator XL siding has it all: the luxurious appearance of a freshly painted wood finish, energy-saving 
insulation, and extra-long panel lengths that minimize overlaps for a markedly refined finished look.  

Insulation Innovations
Each Neopor® polystyrene granule contains graphite, 
giving it a distinct gray color and boosting its 
insulating performance to offer a 20% advantage over 
conventional EPS (expanded polystyrene) insulation.
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Innovation in Insulation

provided by BASF



PERFORMANCE BY DESIGN
Heavy-Duty Panel   
Premium .044" panel thickness† increases 
rigidity, ensuring straight, smooth walls.

Double-Strength Nailing Hem   
Double staggered nail slots and fully  
rolled over nail hem provide structural  
integrity and ensure extra-strong  
wall attachment.

Secure Panel Locking System   
Interlocking design secures panels in 
place, greatly enhancing rigidity and 
stability.

Built Hurricane-Tough!   
Independently tested to withstand winds 
up to a Category 5 Hurricane rating.

Natural-Looking Texture   
The elegant low-gloss finish and subtle 
woodgrain texture complement a variety  
of architectural styles.

Greater Dimension   
Ample 1/2" panel projection creates a 
refined appearance with enhanced shadow 
lines.

Added Value  A beautiful, low-maintenance 
exterior is an attractive amenity that can 
help increase the curb appeal and value  
of your home.

IDEAL FOR TODAY’S LIFESTYLE
Built with easy upkeep in mind, Transcape lets you enjoy the beauty of handcrafted siding but without the 
time-consuming maintenance. Durable and dent-resistant, each panel is colored throughout, so it won’t chip, 
flake and blister like painted surfaces, and won’t rot and warp due to moisture. Transcape will never need to 
be painted; just rinse occasionally with a garden hose to restore the like-new appearance.

† Nominal.

Double 4" Clapboard Double 4" Dutch Lap Double 5" Clapboard Double 5" Dutch Lap

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Eco-friendly and sustainable, vinyl siding helps conserve 
wood and other resources often used in home construction. 
Vinyl also can be recycled into other products, which reduces 
the volume and environmental impact of waste.

Glacier White

Natural Linen

Cape Cod Gray

Coastal Sage

Adobe Cream

Maple

Vintage Wicker

Platinum Gray

Mystic Blue

Juniper Ridge

Colonial Ivory

Monterey Sand

Tuscan Clay

Classic Colors

Antique Parchment

Architectural Colors

Autumn Red

Somerset Wheat

Canyon Drift

Midnight Blue

Storm

Arbor

Harbor Blue

Charcoal Smoke

Deep Moss

TRANSCAPE 
Premium Vinyl Siding

QUALITY-CRAFTED FOR SUPERIOR BEAUTY AND STRENGTH
Featuring a premium vinyl panel with a subtle woodgrain texture, our Transcape siding system will protect 
your home with a durable exterior that’s virtually maintenance-free.
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SOFFIT, TRIM  
AND ACCESSORIES

CLASSIC STYLE IN EVERY DETAIL
Gables, eaves, rooflines and other accents add visual interest to the architecture of a home. 
Window Nation soffit, trim and accessories will create a flawless finish for these hard-to-reach 
areas with highly durable products that are virtually maintenance-free.

PREMIUM VINYL SOFFIT
The soffit system in your home works double-time: it lends a crisp, clean 
appearance to the eaves and rooflines and also provides essential ventilation  
to eliminate moisture from the roof structure.

Our premium vinyl soffit expertly combines handcrafted beauty with superior 
strength and durability. The custom-milled appearance has gently rounded 
“board” edges and an elegant 3-1/3" exposure width. The finely textured matte 
finish looks and feels like painted wood with deep, realistic shadow lines.  
Aeration openings hidden in the grooves of the soffit panels further enhance 
the refined style, while allowing continuous airflow to keep the attic cool  
and dry. 

Hidden vent slots provide essential air ventilation 
through the eaves and rafters – helping your home 
to stay in great shape inside and out.

SUPERB APPEARANCE AND PERFORMANCE
Our soffit panels are built with a proprietary compound that takes beauty and 
durability to a higher level of quality. 

•  Premium vinyl resin is highly weatherable and durable; panels won’t rot, 
warp, shrink or swell from humidity or moisture.

•  Specially formulated to prevent ultraviolet and heat degradation, so even hot 
summer sun won’t damage the beautiful surface. 

•  Fortified with impact modifiers for exceptional impact resistance, helping to 
prevent denting and dinging. 

•  Precision-engineered for superior rigidity and strength to keep panels flat, 
level and attractive.

•  Colorfast pigments ensure the beautiful colors stay true; vinyl soffit never 
needs to be painted.

Take a closer look. Our extra rigid soffit (left) stays flat for a premium appearance year after year. Ordinary soffits 
lack stiffness and tend to cup when installed (right).

Built extra rigid and strong, our soffit 
panels can be installed as vertical siding 
to dramatically enhance gable end walls, 
entryways and other accent areas.

CUSTOMIZE WITH TRIM AND 
ACCESSORIES
When you stand back and look at a  
beautiful home, often it’s the artistic  
details that capture your attention.  
Beautifully trimmed windows and  
entryways, fluted cornerposts and  
accented gable walls can create a  
transformative effect. 

Ask about our wide selection of  
easy-care vinyl trim and accessories. 
From decorative lineals to soffit crown, 
we have everything you need to give 
your home a style all its own. 

Architectural Colors

Autumn Red

Somerset Wheat

Canyon Drift

Midnight Blue

Laguna Blue

StormDeep Espresso

Arbor

Harbor Blue

Charcoal Smoke

Cast Iron

Glacier White

Natural Linen

Cape Cod Gray

Coastal Sage

Adobe Cream

Maple

Vintage Wicker

Platinum Gray

Mystic Blue

Juniper Ridge

Colonial Ivory

Monterey Sand

Tuscan Clay

Classic Colors

Antique Parchment

Musket Brown

Deep Moss
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SHAKES AND 
SCALLOPS

NATURAL APPEAL, MODERN PRACTICALITY
Our shakes and scallops are the perfect mix of artistic detail and innovative technology. Each profile in this 
specialty siding collection exudes handcrafted elegance while providing ultra-premium performance.

CREATIVE INSPIRATION...RIGHT AT HOME
Showcase the architecture of your home with our specialty siding. From 
gables and eaves edges to frieze boards and bands – or the entire exterior – 
shakes and scallops will impart the perfect touch of character and charm.

You’ll also appreciate the strength and durability of our specialty siding. Each 
panel is precision-engineered in a durable polymer construction that won’t 
crack, warp, rot or split and never needs to be painted. Your home will have 
the natural appeal of genuine cedar but without the time-consuming upkeep.

•  Self-concealing seam lock for an upscale finished look

• Continuous panel lock for a strong, secure fit 

• Extended panel length for fewer seams and a refined exterior appearance

• Laboratory tested to withstand Category 5 hurricane-velocity winds

• Lifetime transferable warranty – see printed warranty for complete details

Traditional Shake

Cape Cod Shingle

Hand-Split Shake

Scallop

RAINWARE AND MORE
The finishing touches on your home truly make a difference. That’s why Window Nation 
proudly offers gutters and rainware featuring classic finishes and clean-line aesthetics. 
Whether your rainware must endure high-impact wind and weather or lighter duty, each 
component is expertly crafted for superior beauty and strength. A variety of sizes and  
options are available to meet every design and application need.

Ask Us About 
House Wrap, Too!

Architectural Colors

Autumn Red

Somerset Wheat

Canyon Drift

Midnight Blue

Laguna Blue

StormEnglish Saddle

Deep Espresso

Harbor Blue

Charcoal Smoke

Cast Iron

Glacier White

Natural Linen

Cape Cod Gray

Coastal Sage

Adobe Cream

Maple

Vintage Wicker

Platinum Gray

Mystic Blue

Juniper Ridge

Colonial Ivory

Monterey Sand

Tuscan Clay

Classic Colors

Antique Parchment

Deep Moss
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(866) 60-NATION  I  (866) 606-2846  I  WindowNation.com

Servicing:  Ohio • Virginia • Maryland • Washington, DC • Pennsylvania • Delaware • New Jersey
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INDUSTRY-LEADING WARRANTY PROTECTION
Gladiator XL and Transcape siding systems and accessories are 

backed by some of the strongest warranties in the industry – 

including lifetime limited, transferable warranties with fade and 

hail protection. For complete warranty information, including 

limitations, please see your Window Nation dealer for a copy of the 

printed warranties.

Financing options available – please see your Window Nation dealer 
for details.

CERTIFIED INSTALLERS
Incorporating best practices in craftsmanship and installation 

technique, Window Nation uses VSI (Vinyl Siding Institute) certified 

installers. Certified installers have at least two  years of installation 

experience and have demonstrated knowledge on proper installation 

techniques consistent with the industry-recognized installation 

standard, ASTM D4756. From start to finish, our installers are 

dedicated to superior quality and customer satisfaction. 


